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(2) All question are compulsory.
(3) Figure to the right indicate ful
(4) Mention your options cleAly.

1 Answer in short (any ten) 
(1) Define error. .....

What is -  operator..
Explain #atemie preprocessor directives 

Explain putchkr^xl) function.

(6) What is\Keyword?
(7) Explain ceil ( ) function.
(8) /, What iPmulti dimensional array?

(yj How to write comment in C?
(TO)^What is use of break statement?
\11) Explain assignment operator.
Xl2) What is use of main ( ) in C program?
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Attempt following questions : (Any three)

(1) Write a short note on structured programming.

(2) Explain C constant in detail.

(3) Explain any two types of operators in detail.

(4) Explain conversion function in detail.

(5) Write a short note on debugging.

Attempt following question : (Any Two)

(1) Explain for loop in detail with example.

(2) Explain if conditional statement with

(3) Explain formatted input and output irMet

18

Write a short note on following : (Any

(1) Array

(2) Data types

(3) Do...while loop

(4) Storage classes

Do as directed :

(1) Write an algQ^tl^-t ilcuiate sum of all even

elements from m^^imensional array of size 10.

OR

(1) Write ah 

string is p
'  o

hm to check whether the inputted 

drome or not.

tiate between following : (Any one) 

Break and continue.

(2) getch( ) and getchar( ).
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